IS CYBER SECURITY TRAINING
REALLY NECESSARY?

Business gadget of the month
Now that many of us are working
remotely, safe and secure transport for
our devices is a must.
The Nordace Siena smart backpack is perfect.
Not only does it look good, but it has a
padded laptop compartment, a USB charging
point, and a secret pocket for valuables.
It even has a fleece-lined sunglasses pocket.

Here is how you can get in touch with us:
CALL: 2 1 0 - 6 8 0 - 7 7 7 0
EMAIL: h e l l o @ 0 i t . u s
WEBSITE: w w w . 0 i t . u s
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HELP YOUR TEAM GET
MORE DONE: TURN
WORK INTO A GAME
Even the most exciting
workplace is packed with dull
tasks that have to be done for
smooth operations. But human
brains don’t embrace boring
tasks with passion.
The answer is to make the tasks
fun. Have you heard of
gamification? It’s a way of making
something more motivating by
turning it into a game.
For example, you could offer a
reward for new staff completing a
series of onboarding tasks. How
about a personalized mug with
their usual drink order printed on
the side?

www.0it.us

When you need to train staff, don’t
just make them sit through training
videos. Add in interaction. Maybe they
could complete an interactive quiz
along the way?
The ultimate gamification is
awarding points and using leader
boards. This helps your team feel
their work is being recognized, and
can also strengthen their feelings of
belonging.
Just be careful not to constantly
reward only the same top
achievers. Have spot prizes to
publicly reward any member of
your team for positive behavior.

www.linkedin.com/in/0it/

DID YOU
KNOW?
Safari’s busy
protecting you
If you use Safari, maybe you’ve
noticed its boasts about blocking
“x” number of trackers from
profiling you. But what does that
really mean?
It has nothing to do with malware
or being hacked. Instead, it means
the browser has stopped the
websites you visit from tracking:

• Your movements across
the web

• Your IP address
• And even your location
It does this by blocking third-party
cookies from being stored on your
device.
You’ll might notice that the
number is usually high. That
means there’s still a way to go to
get more privacy online.

www.facebook.com/0itusinc

NEW TO
MICROSOFT

365
Techn

logy update

Chat with yourself in
Teams
This idea isn’t as mad as
it seems…
You know those times
you’re in a Teams
meeting and you think to
yourself, ‘Oh, I’ll
remember that for
later’… but you never do?
Or when someone
mentions a file and you
plan to take a look after
the call… but then you
forget for a few weeks?
Later this month Teams
will give you a new
power to send things to
yourself. Notes,
messages, files, photos,
and other things to help
you to stay more
organized.
Who knew talking to
yourself could be so
productive?!
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